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Birnbaum is the most respected and well-known name in Disney guides--and the only official guide.

This updated edition of Birnbaum's Walt Disney World Resort For Kids takes younger readers

through Disney's biggest resort from the peer's eye of a child. What to look for in 2016:  Help plan a

trip to Walt Disney World, with detailed descriptions of theme park shows and attractions, maps,

photos, and more.  Join Ana, Elsa and Olaf for a Frozen adventure in a brand-new Epcot attraction! 

Experience new theme park shows and attractions, including the Magic Kingdom's popular new

parades: Festival of Fantasy and Move It! Shake it! Dance and Play It!  Decide which attractions

belong on every kid's "can't miss list."  Use the Force and become a junior Jedi knight at Disney's

Hollywood Studios  Get advice from young Disney experts -- kids like you! The book is filled with

kid-written tips and attraction reviews.  Go on a happy hunt for "hidden Mickeys" in every Walt

Disney World theme park  Reader scan share thoughts and advice about all things Disney World by

completing a "Reade rReview" survey after a WDW trip.  Preserve magical memories in a special

scrapbook section.  Meet favorite Disney characters and collect autographs from Mickey, Minnie,

Goofy and all the gang."
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I am so very happy I purchased this book. We will be traveling to WDW in September 2016 and



although I have been to Disney before, many, many things have changed so I needed something

that would provided updated, clear information on FastPass+, Advanced Dining Reservations, Hotel

Selection and general overall guidance regarding the Disney Parks. I saw this book in store before

purchasing on  and I'm very satisfied with my purchase. The colors inside of the book are great and

I love that they have included pictures with many of their reviews. I also love the coupons that they

included in the back of the book. They are going to be a great help when we are there. The tips and

tricks that are included are awesome and I plan on using a lot of them when we travel to WDW. If

you're taking a Disney Cruise, there is a small section in the back of the book for that as well. I'm

not sure how good it is as I haven't looked at it, but just for an FYI. In the way back of the book as

well, they have laid out a few pages for you to create an itinerary for your trip. It's perfect and gives

you spaces for flight and hotel information, FastPass+ reservations and Advanced Dining

Reservations. Although I had already booked our hotel and park tickets before purchasing the book,

I really liked being able to read the reviews of each of the hotels and the differences in each of the

Park Tickets. If you're looking for an excellent, overall travel book for Disney, this is the one to get!

I had an older one from waaaay back. Found that one useful then, this is useful now. Beware,

however, about attractions and rides that are being refurbished, redesigned or closed for some

other reason. After you make your selections from the book, get on the WDW website and see if

your faves are open for when you'll be there.

I purchased this book for our upcoming trip to Disney in a few months. It has a wealth of information

about each hotel and park, along with some general information that the authors find helpful for

anyone travelling to Disney.If you are unsure about where to stay, pick up this book before making

your reservations. It gives so much information about accommodations that you will be thankful for

the assistance. The maps of the hotels in relation to the parks is also a useful tool because no one

wants to spend most of their Disney time on a bus!

If you are going to Disney World, get this book and read it. I did that the first time I went to Disney

World (in 1993) and it was immensely helplful in navigating the parks effectively. Through the years

I have purchased the current book periodically. This book is revised every year as Disney changes

attractions and it is very helpful to have the current book when planning an upcoming trip. We just

got annual passes for Disney World this year so I decided it was time to update. I'm glad we got the

current book as a lot has changed in the last few years.



This is actually a very nice book. If you are planning a trip to Disney World, this is a great book for

your kids. It really helps them know all the attractions and get even more excited about going!Do

note that it is basically the exact same book that we have from 2011. If I had realized it wouldn't

change with the exception of adding 1 ride, I would have just stuck with our older version.

LOVE THIS BOOK! It's written so that kids can easily read it. There are Reader Reviews

(specifically written by kids--mainly ages 8-13); Hot Tips; Hidden Mickey Hints and a TON of other

great ideas for taking kids to WDW. I would definitely recommend it to ANYONE (and EVERYONE)

who is planning a trip with a child. I only wish I'd ordered my copy sooner so I didn't have to read it

so quickly!

Great overview for kids. My 6 year old boys liked it! We used the autograph section in back too.The

one thing I didn't like is that MANY reviews of different attactions were listed as "scary". Once the

idea of "scary" is put in a child's mind it's hard to get past that to form their own opinion. The book

should just stick to the facts in their descriptions like wet ride, dark, fast, surprises, etc.As previous

posters mentioned, some of the attractions listed in the book were closed, but we just explained that

to the kids in advance and they were fine with it.

I absolutely love this book. Bought it for my kids to plan a Disney vacation, and it was fantastic.

Gave them a great idea of what they would like, what they wouldn't like, and allowed me to see all

the height restrictions BEFORE we got to the park, which helped me prepare them for what they

would be able to do, and what they wouldn't.We have since moved to the Orlando area, and my kids

still love to check this book out to find things they haven't seen, and to make new plans for stuff to

do at Disney. They also used it to plan a great surprise for their little sister's birthday. My 5 and 7

year olds were able to pick a hotel, and plan a full day based just on the information in this book! We

go on our surprise trip for her 4th birthday next week, and I can't wait to see how it turns out!This

book is filled with fun facts, and photos, so it is great for the pre reading child, all the way up through

the pre-teen.
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